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Objective. The Cohort Hip and Cohort Knee (CHECK) is a cohort of middle-aged individuals with hip or knee pain.
Radiographs were assigned Kellgren/Lawrence (K/L) scores under different conditions at each follow-up visit for
10 years. We aimed to describe and consolidate each scoring approach, then illustrate implications of their use by
comparing baseline K/L scores assigned using 2 of these approaches, and evaluating their respective associations
with joint replacement and incident radiographic osteoarthritis (ROA).

Methods. We compared baseline K/L scores assigned to hips and knees using 2 scoring approaches: 1) assigned
by senior researchers to baseline images alone and 2) assigned by trained readers, with images read paired and in
known sequence with up to 10 years of follow-up radiographs (Poisson regression). We evaluated the associations
of baseline ROA (any: K/L grade ≥1; established: K/L ≥2) with joint replacement, and of K/L 1 joints with incident
established ROA (survival analysis).

Results. Of 1,002 participants (79% women, mean � SD age 55.9 � 5.2 years, body mass index 26.2 � 4.0
kg/m2), the second scoring approach had 2.4 times (95% confidence interval [95% CI] 1.8–3.1 for knees) and 2.9 times
(95% CI 2.3–3.7 for hips) higher prevalence of established ROA than the first approach. Established hip ROA had a
higher risk of joint replacement using the first approach (hazard ratio [HR] 24.2 [95% CI 15.0–39.8] versus second
approach HR 7.7 [95% CI 4.9–12.1]), as did knees (HR 19.3 [95% CI 10.3–36.1] versus second approach HR 4.8
[95% CI 2.4–9.6]). The risk of incident ROA did not differ by approach.

Conclusion. This study demonstrates that evaluating ROA prevalence and predicting outcomes depends on the
scoring approach.

INTRODUCTION

The presence and severity of knee or hip radiographic osteo-

arthritis (ROA) is commonly graded using the Kellgren/Lawrence

(K/L) method (1). This semiquantitative approach primarily evalu-

ates osteophytes and joint space narrowing to assign a score

between 0 (no ROA) to 4 (severe ROA) (1–3). ROA is typically

defined as K/L grade ≥2.
In cohort studies, standardized procedures to assignK/L scores

include using a grading atlas, blinding readers to clinical features

(e.g., pain), and reading radiographs paired with known sequence

order (4–11). Reading single images (blinded to identity and

sequence) is less sensitive to ROA progression compared to reading

paired images, regardless of whether sequence is known (4,5,7).

Reading paired images with known sequence has higher interrater

reliability and sensitivity to ROA progression (4–11). However, blind-

ing to sequence reduces bias (7), so although both methods do not

significantly differ (5), some cohorts blind readers to sequence (12).
Reading conditions like single image versus paired are a source

of error that can lead to misclassifying individuals regarding ROA

prevalence (4–11). Other factors also influence scores, notably the

somewhat arbitrary and subjective distinction between K/L grades

1 and 2 (13). Image-related factors include image acquisition plane,

radioanatomic positioning, and image quality (14,15). Reader-related
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factors include training and experience (16,17). One cohort study
reported “wobbles” over time whereby scores fluctuated between
being classified as ROA or not (12). Further complicating the chal-
lenges of correctly classifying ROA, some researchers define ROA
as K/L grade ≥1 (doubtful osteophytes), particularly in early OA
research (18,19). Appreciating the extent to which reading conditions
and ROA definitions influence misclassification could improve inter-
pretation of study results and inform future study design.

The Cohort Hip and Cohort Knee (CHECK) study followed
middle-aged individuals with knee or hip pain for 10 years (20).
At each visit, radiographs were read and scored under different
conditions as new images became available. Therefore, different
CHECK publications (21–24) may have used different K/L scores,
reflecting score wobble over time (12). This variation could con-
fuse study interpretation among CHECK studies.

Our main aim was to describe and consolidate the knee and
hip radiographic K/L scoring methods used in the CHECK cohort
at each visit. Second, we aimed to compare the relative preva-
lence of baseline ROA using 2 different scoring approaches
(single reading by expert readers versus paired readings of known
sequence by expert and trained readers) and 2 definitions of ROA
(K/L grade ≥1, K/L grade ≥2). Finally, we explored the association
of baseline radiographic scores to 2 key outcomes: joint replace-
ment and incident ROA.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

CHECK cohort. CHECK is a prospective multicenter cohort
study (n = 1,002) (20). Recruitment took place at 10 hospitals

throughout The Netherlands between 2002 and 2005. Individuals
were ages 45–65 years with knee or hip symptoms for which they
had not yet sought medical care, or who had first visited a general
practitioner (GP) no more than 6 months prior to enrollment. Indi-
viduals were excluded if they had medical conditions that might
otherwise explain their symptoms (e.g., rheumatic conditions,
previous joint replacement); comorbidities preventing evaluations
over 10 years; or malignancy in the previous 5 years. Ethics
approval was provided by all participating centers, and partici-
pants provided informed written consent. Research adhered to
the Helsinki Declaration.

Radiography. Radiographs of both knees and both hips
were acquired at 5 time points (baseline, 2, 5, 8, and 10 years),
unless a participant missed an appointment or withdrew from
the study. Detailed protocols were followed at all study centers
to ensure precise radioanatomic positioning, with the use of
small metal balls, plexiglass frames, and foot-maps to ensure
accurate, reproducible positioning across visits. We describe
here only the acquired views needed for K/L scoring. For the
knee, posteroanterior radiographs were taken with participants
positioned in semiflexed weightbearing (23). For the hip, antero-
posterior radiographs were taken with participants positioned in
weightbearing.

K/L scoring procedures. Baseline images were first
scored by a member of the CHECK steering committee. The
steering committee consisted of senior investigators with sub-
stantial expertise in ROA research: 3 rheumatologists, 2 physical
therapists, 1 rehabilitation physician, 1 physician, and 1 biologist.
Prior to scoring images, the steering committee met to standard-
ize scoring procedures, based on the original K/L scoring
description (1–3), using a subset of training images. Once the
steering committee was satisfied that their scoring procedures
were consistent, each steering committee member scored a por-
tion of images (no formal reliability testing was undertaken for this
set of readings). All images were read blinded to symptoms,
including whether pain was in the hip or knee, and which side
was painful. These scores were never made available at subse-
quent readings.

Independently of steering committee scores, baseline and
follow-up images were scored by trained readers and a GP with
expertise in OA and radiograph reading (JD) (25). Extensive train-
ing was provided to the trained readers (4 readers in years 2 and
5, 5 readers in years 8 and 10) by an experienced musculoskeletal
radiologist (EHGO) and the GP, described elsewhere (25). All
trained readers were medical students. The GP maintained
supervision over trained readers throughout the study, including
answering questions or assisting with scores if needed. We previ-
ously reported training and interrater reliability using year 5 images
(mean prevalence and bias adjusted κ = 0.58 [range 0.23–0.79]
for knee K/L scores, and κ = 0.80 [range 0.55–0.90] for the hip)

SIGNIFICANCE & INNOVATIONS
• The prevalence of established hip or knee radio-

graphic osteoarthritis (OA; Kellgren/Lawrence
grade ≥2) was 2.4 to 2.9 times higher when assign-
ing scores based on paired readings with known
sequence as read by expert or trained readers com-
pared to expert readers reading a single image.

• The highest hazard ratio for undergoing future hip
or knee replacement in participants with estab-
lished radiographic OA was when scores were read
at a single time by expert readers (compared to
paired reading in known sequence as read by
expert or trained readers).

• The highest number of joints correctly classified
as undergoing future hip or knee replacement
occurred when images were read paired and in
known sequence by expert or trained readers,
and when OA was defined at a lower threshold of
Kellgren/Lawrence grade ≥1.

• These findings highlight the importance of consid-
ering both radiographic scoring conditions as well
as the threshold for defining OA when interpreting
study results or designing new trials.
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(25). In this article, we differentiate the date of image scoring from
the date of image acquisition by spelling out the visit in which
images were scored, and abbreviating the visit in which images
were acquired: baseline (BL), year 2 (T2), year 5 (T5), year 8 (T8),
and year 10 (T10). Thus at baseline, BL images were scored; at
year 2, BL and T2 images were scored, and so on.

Baseline. At baseline, scores were assigned by the steering
committee without access to follow-up images (Figure 1). For
the present study, we defined these K/L scores as the first
approach of 2 scoring approaches. The trained readers did not
read or score any images at baseline, but began reading images
at year 2 (see below). Scores assigned by the steering committee
were never made available to trained readers at any time.

Year 2. The trained readers read and scored BL and T2
images paired with known sequence. If T2 images were missing,
the BL images were not read or scored. If T2 images were avail-
able but the BL image was missing, a K/L score was assigned
only to the T2 image at this visit.

Year 5. Trained readers read and scored BL, T2, and T5
radiographs paired with known sequence. Scores were
assigned to all available images, even if images were only avail-
able for a single visit. Readers had access to previously
assigned BL and T2 scores from year 2. Readers could assign
different K/L scores for BL and T2 than had previously been
assigned, if reading images across all 3 time points together jus-
tified this difference.

Year 8. Trained readers read and scored all available T5 and
T8 radiographs paired with known sequence, with BL and T2
radiographs available for reference at reader discretion. Readers
had knowledge of scores previously assigned at year 5 for BL
images. No new scores were assigned for BL or T2.

Year 10. Trained readers first looked at all previous scores
that had been read on at least 2 occasions (BL images scored at
years 2 and 5; T2 images scored at years 2 and 5; T5 images

scored at years 5 and 8). For any case where 2 scores differed,
a third read of those images was done to resolve the disagree-
ment, and K/L scores for subsequent time points were checked
for longitudinal course. Subsequently, T10 radiographs were read
and scored. Readers had access to all previously acquired radio-
graphs and previously assigned scores, but were not explicitly
instructed to use them in assigning T10 scores.

Once T10 scoring was complete, all K/L scores across all
time points were reviewed with all images available, together in
sequence. Further consideration was given to adjusting scores
at any time point, if appropriate. For example, in cases where a
K/L grade decreased from one time point to the next, all images
for that participant were reviewed, and K/L scores were adjusted
to better represent images across all time points. This process
was done on the assumption that OA cannot regress, thus K/L
grades suggesting regression were likely due to variability such
as data entry error, interrater error, image quality, or radioana-
tomic positioning. Other reasons for image rereads included sus-
pected data entry errors or missing scores. At year 10, there were
also several cases of images that could not be found from previ-
ous time points. We could not confirm whether these images
had become missing or if they had never existed, so scores were
reassigned to missing. Finally, in cases of missing K/L scores: if
the subsequent time point image was K/L 0, then the earlier miss-
ing data point was reclassified as K/L 0; if a previous time point
had a confirmed joint arthroplasty, then subsequent visits were
reclassified to arthroplasty. Remaining missing data were left as
missing.

The review of all scores across all time points was done in an
iterative manner, with the final review performed in August 2019,
including complete score reviews (all scores assigned at all visits)
and verification that radiographs existed for all assigned scores
(EMM and JR), a team meeting (all coauthors), additional radio-
graph readings to resolve remaining uncertainties (JD), and

Figure 1. Flow chart of Kellgren/Lawrence (KL) scoring procedures at each visit. BL = baseline; T2, T5, T8, T10 = years 2, 5, 8, 10.
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approval of the final data set (EMM, JR, and JD). For this study,
we defined these final K/L scores as the second approach of
2 scoring approaches.

Joint replacement. Joint replacements were confirmed
radiographically. For knees, we defined joint replacement as par-
tial or total arthroplasty. Participants reported the year in which
the surgery had occurred, and we recorded this value in years
from baseline. If the surgery date was missing, we recorded the
date as the visit in which the radiograph of the joint replacement
was acquired.

Statistical analysis. All statistical analyses were done
using Stata/SE software, version 15.1. We described the propor-
tion of knees or hips with each K/L score (0–4) at baseline using
both approaches: the steering committee’s single time point
reading (first approach), and the trained readers’ year-10 final
assignment of BL scores with access to images and scores
across all time points (second approach). We then reported
BL ROA prevalence using both scoring approaches and also
using 2 ROA definitions: any ROA (K/L grade ≥1) and established
ROA (K/L grade ≥2). We then compared how the 2 scoring
approaches affected BL ROA prevalence (any versus established)
using mixed-effects Poisson regression with robust estimates of
variance.

We next compared the associations of the 4 different BL
scores (2 scoring approaches, 2 ROA definitions) with undergoing

joint replacement by the end of the study using Cox proportional
hazards models (Stata’s stcox syntax) (26). To account for corre-
lation between both knees (or hips) within each participant, we
clustered models at the participant level using the vce (cluster
clustervar) option (26). We defined survival as the year in which a
joint replacement occurred, or the year in which participants with-
out joint replacement withdrew, were lost to follow-up, or com-
pleted the study.

Finally, we evaluated the associations of the 2 scoring
approaches with developing incident established ROA for BL
scores of K/L 1 compared to K/L 0 using Cox proportional
hazards models. We defined survival as the first visit in which
a joint was scored at least K/L 2 (based on the final scores
assigned in year 10), or the year in which participants without
ROA withdrew, were lost to follow-up, or completed the
study.

RESULTS

Of 1,002 participants, 792 (79%) were women, mean � SD
age was 55.9 � 5.2 years, and body mass index was
26.2 � 4.0 kg/m2. BL K/L scores differed between the
2 approaches. Using the first approach, 439 of 1,526 K/L grade
0 knees (29%) were assigned higher scores in the second
approach, while 123 K/L grade 1 and 2 scores were assigned
K/L 0 in the second approach, resulting overall in 20% fewer
K/L 0 scores in the second approach (Table 1 and Figure 2).

Table 1. Kellgren/Lawrence (K/L) scores at baseline in the knee and hip, using 2 scoring approaches: first approach
scored by steering committee at baseline without access to follow-up images versus second approach scored by
trained readers with all available images and known sequence (n = 2,004 knees)*

First approach Second approach PR (95% CI)

Knee K/L score
0 1,526 (76) 1,228 (61) –

1 359 (18) 555 (28) –

2 79 (4) 206 (10) –

3 8 (<1) 2 (<1) –

4 0 (0) 0 (0) –

Missing 32 (2) 13 (<1) –

Knee radiographic ROA
Any ROA† 446 (22) 763 (38) 1.7 (1.6–1.9)‡
Established ROA§ 87 (4) 208 (10) 2.4 (1.8–3.1)‡

Hip K/L score
0 1,699 (85) 1,292 (64) –

1 209 (10) 482 (24) –

2 67 (3) 205 (10) –

3 7 (<1) 13 (<1) –

4 0 (0) 0 (0) –

Missing 22 (1) 12 (<1) –

Hip radiographic ROA
Any ROA† 283 (14) 700 (35) 2.5 (2.2–2.8)‡
Established ROA§ 74 (4) 218 (11) 2.9 (2.3–3.7)‡

* Values are the number (%) unless indicated otherwise. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; PR = prevalence ratio;
ROA = radiographic osteoarthritis.
† Any ROA = K/L grade ≥1.
‡ Statistically significant.
§ Established ROA = K/L grade ≥2.
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Similarly, 485 of 1,699 K/L 0 hips (29%) were assigned higher
scores in the second approach, while 69 K/L grade 1 and
2 scores were assigned K/L 0 in the second approach, resulting
overall in 24% fewer K/L 0 scores in the second approach
(Table 1 and Figure 3).

Using the second approach, more participants were classi-
fied as having ROA using both ROA definitions. For knees, the
prevalence ratio of the second approach compared to the first
was 1.7 (95% confidence interval [95% CI] 1.6–1.9) for any ROA

and 2.4 (95% CI 1.8–3.1) for established ROA (Table 1). For hips,
prevalence ratios were 2.5 (95% CI 2.2–2.8) and 2.9 (95% CI 2.3–
3.7), respectively (Table 1).

The hazard for undergoing knee replacement differed sub-
stantially between the 2 scoring approaches, but was only sig-
nificant for established ROA (Table 2). For any ROA (compared
to no ROA) at baseline, the hazard ratio (HR) for undergoing
knee replacement was 9.5 (95% CI 4.8–18.6) using the first
approach and 13.3 (95% CI 5.4–33.2) using the second

Figure 2. Knee Kellgren/Lawrence (KL) scores: differences in assigned baseline K/L scores by first scoring approach (single reading by steering
committee, left column) compared to second scoring approach (paired readings with known sequence, by trained readers, right column). Num-
bers in columns refer to number of participants assigned each grade; numbers in small boxes refer to number of participants whose grade
changed (with arrow indicating to which grade they changed) using the second scoring approach.

Figure 3. Hip Kellgren/Lawrence (KL) scores: differences in assigned baseline K/L scores by first scoring approach (single reading by steering
committee, left column) compared to second scoring approach (paired readings with known sequence, by trained readers, right column). Num-
bers in columns refer to number of participants assigned each grade; numbers in small boxes refer to number of participants whose grade
changed (with arrow indicating to which grade they changed) using the second scoring approach.
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approach. Moreover, 7 more knee replacements (39 of 44 com-
pared to 32) were correctly predicted using the second
approach, while at most, 310 knees were reclassified as having
any ROA but did not undergo arthroplasty, though on account
of right censoring (338 knees [17%]), true results may differ
slightly (columns 2 and 4 in Table 2). For established ROA, the
HR for undergoing knee replacement was 19.3 (95% CI 10.3–
36.1) using the first approach, and decreased significantly to
4.8 (95% CI 2.4–9.6) using the second approach. Using the sec-
ond approach, 4 fewer arthroplasties were correctly predicted,
and at most, 125 more knees with any ROA did not undergo
arthroplasty.

For hips, results were similar (Table 2). For any ROA, the HR
for undergoing hip replacement was 9.4 (95% CI 6.1–14.5)
using the first approach and 8.3 (95% CI 4.9–14.0) using the
second approach. Despite similar HRs, the second approach
correctly predicted 21 more hip replacements, while up to
396 more hips had any OA but did not undergo arthroplasty.

For established ROA, the HR for undergoing hip replacement
was 24.4 (95% CI 15.0–39.8) using the first approach and
decreased significantly to 7.7 (95% CI 4.9–12.1) using the
second approach. Despite the lower HR, the second approach
correctly predicted 6 more hip replacements, while at most,
138 more knees with established ROA did not undergo
arthroplasty.

The HR for developing incident established knee ROA
was 2.4 (95% CI 2.0–2.8) for K/L 1 compared to K/L 0 using
the first approach and 2.8 (95% CI 2.4–3.3) using the second
approach (Table 3). The second approach correctly predicted
124 more knees developing established ROA, while up to
72 more knees were graded K/L 1 that did not develop
ROA. For the hip, the HR was 2.1 (95% CI 1.6–2.7) using
the first approach and 3.0 (95% CI 2.5–3.5) using the second
approach. The second approach correctly predicted 163 more
hips developing established ROA while up to 110 more knees
were graded K/L 1 that did not develop ROA.

Table 2. Hazard ratios for undergoing joint replacement based on baseline for any (K/L grade ≥1) or established
(K/L grade ≥2) OA prevalence, using 2 scoring approaches: first approach scored by steering committee at baseline
without access to follow-up images versus second approach scored by trained readers with all available images
and known sequence*

First approach HR (95% CI) Second approach HR (95% CI)

Knee replacement
Any ROA† 32/446 (7) 9.5 (4.8–18.6)‡ 39/763 (5) 13.3 (5.4–33.2)‡
K/L 0§ 12/1,526 (0.8) – 5/1,228 (0.4) –

Established ROA¶ 19/87 (22)‡ 19.3 (10.3–36.1)‡ 15/208 (7)‡ 4.8 (2.4–9.6)‡
K/L 0 or 1§ 25/1,885 (1) – 29/1,783 (2) –

Hip replacement
Any ROA† 52/283 (18) 9.4 (6.1–14.5)‡ 73/700 (10) 8.3 (4.9–14.0)‡
K/L 0§ 39/1,699 (2) – 18/1,292 (1) –

Established ROA¶ 34/74 (46) 24.4 (15.0–39.8)‡ 40/218 (18) 7.7 (4.9–12.1)‡
K/L 0 or 1§ 57/1,908 (3) – 51/1,774 (3) –

* Values are the number/total number (%) unless indicated otherwise. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval;
HR = hazard ratio; K/L = Kellgren/Lawrence; OA = osteoarthritis; ROA = radiographic OA.
† Any baseline ROA K/L grade ≥1.
‡ Statistically significant.
§ Without baseline ROA.
¶ Established baseline ROA K/L grade ≥2.

Table 3. Hazard ratios for developing incident established radiographic OA (K/L grade ≥2) for K/L grade 1 at base-
line compared to K/L grade 0, using 2 scoring approaches: first approach scored by steering committee at baseline
without access to follow-up images versus second approach scored by trained readers with all available images
and known sequence*

First approach HR (95% CI) Second approach HR (95% CI)

Knee
K/L 1† 269/359 (75) 2.4 (2.0–2.8)‡ 393/555 (71) 2.8 (2.4–3.3)‡
K/L 0§ 734/1,526 (48) – 494/1,228 (40) –

Hip
K/L 1† 129/209 (62) 2.1 (1.6–2.7)‡ 292/482 (61) 3.0 (2.5–3.5)‡
K/L 0§ 706/1,699 (42) – 396/1,292 (31) –

* Values are the number/total number (%) unless indicated otherwise. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; HR = hazard
ratio; K/L = Kellgren/Lawrence; OA = osteoarthritis.
† Incident established OA with baseline K/L grade 1.
‡ Statistically significant.
§ Incident established radiographic OA with baseline K/L grade 0.
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we described the methods used in the CHECK
cohort to assign K/L scores to hip and knee radiographs at each
visit. With these details consolidated into a single article, the reader
is better equipped to compare and interpret studies published since
the CHECK cohort’s inception, that use K/L scores assigned at dif-
ferent time points. This study also illustrates how different scoring
methods potentially influence cohort study results, highlighting
potential implications for future trial design and interpretation.

The second scoring approach classified more hips and

knees as having both any and established ROA compared to the
first approach. This difference may be due to inherent challenges

in determining whether a bony feature is an osteophyte, and

whether it is doubtful or definite. Seeing follow-up images with

progression of osteophytes may increase reader confidence in

identifying and classifying baseline features as osteophytes. We

acknowledge, however, that this difference could also relate to

who assigned scores under the 2 approaches. Interrater reliability
has previously been shown to be higher between expert radiolo-

gists than between expert radiologists and their trained readers

(17,27,28). We therefore acknowledge that the differences

between the 2 approaches in our study may reflect not only

access to follow-up images, but also interrater reliability and rela-

tive expertise and training of the 2 groups of readers. One previ-

ous study reported that, among disagreements between an

expert radiologist and trained readers, scores tended to be higher
in trained readers (17). These findings are similar to ours. How-

ever, readers in that study were site investigators motivated to

enroll individuals with OA features into their study, possibly intro-

ducing bias (17). Our study eligibility criteria did not include radio-

graph readings, removing this bias. We believe that higher scores

in the second approach are more likely due to access to follow-up

images and extensive data checking, though we cannot rule out
reader-related factors.

Previous studies have shown that reading images paired in
known sequence improves reliability and sensitivity to ROA pro-
gression, likely due to having access to more information during
reading (4–11). Sensitivity to progression has been implied to sug-
gest that, despite the bias introduced, paired reading with known
sequence provides more valid scores. However, sensitivity to pro-
gression has typically been defined using the standardized
response mean (SRM) (4–6). This statistic provides the equivalent
of a mean effect size, so a larger SRMmeans more individuals are
reported to have ROA progression. A gold standard has not typi-
cally been considered to confirm that larger SRMs reflect a true

higher rate of progression (29). Thus while this approach may be
more valid, SRM cannot confirm this increase in validity. At best,
SRM provides face validity that having access to more images
enables a more accurate score, but we cannot rule out that a
higher SRM reflects bias introduced by a reader expecting pro-
gression to occur chronologically. Reading an image at a single

time point may increase error and reduce reliability. However,
such a reading also mitigates bias, may give more conservative
estimates of ROA prevalence, and better reflects clinical settings
where multiple images are not available.

One of the strengths of the CHECK cohort is that
2 approaches have been used to assign baseline K/L scores. This
offers the unique ability to select which approach would answer
specific questions best. For example, if a researcher wants to
know whether baseline K/L scores are a risk factor for a future
outcome, they could use scores assigned using the second
approach because this method is more accurate (29). Alterna-
tively, if researchers want to know how well radiographs in a clin-
ical setting predict the same outcome, the first approach may
provide a more conservative and clinically realistic estimate, since
clinicians do not typically know the outcomes of care provided.

Our results highlight the importance of reporting absolute
numbers of an outcome in addition to effect sizes: odds ratios, rel-
ative risks, or HRs reported alone may be misleading. For exam-
ple, if a clinician wants to identify hip pain patients at risk for
future hip replacement to be able to offer a cost-effective preven-
tion program, the clinician could use the results of the more clini-
cally realistic first approach (Table 2). They might be tempted to
define ROA as K/L ≥2 because of the higher HR (24.4 compared
to 9.4 if defining ROA as K/L ≥1). However, defining ROA as K/L
≥2 would result in not treating 18 hips that would need a future
hip replacement and may benefit from treatment. In this case,
treating any hip ROA despite the lower HR might be more impor-
tant to the clinician. In the case of an expensive treatment, the cli-
nician might stay with K/L 2 after all because while they would
miss treating the 18 hips ultimately needing replacement, in this
scenario, a clinician would theoretically avoid the need to provide
costly treatment for more than 200 hips. This scenario also illus-
trates that the number of patients the clinician might expect to
treat would be substantially overestimated had they implemented
a new program based on results using the second scoring
approach (700 knees with K/L 1, 218 knees with K/L 2).

The above scenario brings up the additional question of
how best to define ROA. In a previous 10-year prospective
population-based study of women, 62% of 90 knees with doubtful
osteophytes at baseline progressed to having definite osteophytes
10 years later (18). Our findings were similar: 71–75% of knees
(depending on scoring approach) and 61–62% of hips with doubt-
ful osteophytes at baseline developed established ROA within
10 years. These results suggest that identifying middle-aged indi-
viduals with hip or knee symptoms as having OA, rather than wait-
ing for them to develop established ROA, may offer new insights
and opportunities for secondary prevention in this population.

Limitations to our study include the fact that interrater reliabil-
ity was not formally assessed in the steering committee of expert
readers, and trained reader reliability was assessed at years
5 and 8 but only recorded at year 5. All readers were of similar
background and received similar training by the same radiologist
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and GP, thus the recording of year 8 results was not felt to be nec-
essary at the time. Also, to more accurately compare scoring
methods, having the same readers assign scores using both
approaches would have been advantageous. The comparisons
of scoring approaches in our study represent a more pragmatic
and thus generalizable comparison of approaches that capture
differences due in part to having access to multiple follow-up
images in known sequence, but also due to interrater reliability,
differences in data-checking procedures, and reader-related fac-
tors. In addition, all participants had knee or hip symptoms, thus
we had no asymptomatic reference group. However, our study
design better reflects clinical reality in which patients typically seek
care for existing symptoms. Finally, in the CHECK cohort, the rea-
son for study withdrawal was not recorded. This limitation relates
to use of survival analysis, and the possibility of competing risk, in
particular death. While we cannot confirm this fact, the young age
of our participants, combined with recollection of study investiga-
tors, suggests that death was very rare and our findings would
not likely be altered.

We recommend that future studies be designed with careful
consideration for radiographic scoring conditions. Evaluating a
score assigned with a single reading at a single visit may give more
clinically realistic predictions of future outcomes. Alternatively, eval-
uating scores assigned during paired readings with a known
sequence may provide greater insights into the exact nature of
ROA onset and progression. Both approaches are important, and
thus method selection must address the specific research ques-
tion. In both cases, readers must be carefully selected, with ade-
quate experience and training to optimize score validity and
reliability. We also recommend that future studies consider using
an earlier definition of ROA than is typically used, particularly where
researchers are interested in understanding early OA with an aim
toward preventing poor clinical outcomes. Where feasible and
affordable, studies incorporating magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) can also contribute meaningfully to early OA research, since
MRI better visualizes soft tissues (e.g., cartilage, bone marrow
lesions) and is thus more sensitive to detecting early OA features
(30). In conclusion, this study of middle-aged individuals with hip
or knee symptoms demonstrates that evaluation of ROA depends
on radiograph scoring conditions, and the prediction of future out-
comes is influenced by both scoring conditions as well as which
K/L grade is used to define ROA.
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